Press release

Ceramic grinding wheels are the ultimate solution for fast
machining. The unique properties of the ceramic grain shorten
machining times and extend the service life of the wheels.
Time is a crucial factor in today's working world, a factor that
should not be ignored. With its new Tigerbite finned grinding
wheels, SUHNER has launched an extremely efficient solution
that presents not only convincing quality, but a convincing price.

Developed for effective machining on stainless steel! Thanks
to the active grinding layer, you can now work at lower
temperatures, which effectively eliminate damage to the surface
like discoloration. Compared with conventional roughing or fibre
wheels, the Tigerbite fin wheel makes work a much more
pleasant and smoother experience. Its long service life saves
you all the trouble of having to replace grinding wheels.
Whether abrasive grinding or finishing, the new SUHNER
Tigerbite finned grinding wheel is your constant companion that
will never let you down.

!
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The SUHNER Vulcano roughing wheel was developed
specifically for machining curved surfaces.
Thanks to its unique vulcanised geometry, it adapts perfectly to
all curved surfaces. It is therefore the preferred choice particularly
on turbines and blades in power stations.

Featuring ceramic grains, this roughing wheel is a premium
product with a removal rate and service life ideal for the
maximum requirements. And with a thickness of only 4 mm, the
Vulcano wheel is also one of the most flexible roughing wheels,
promising very pleasant work. For maximised flexibility, the wheel
can also be used with a backup pad.

True to its name, the Vulcano roughing wheel proves its lava like
aggressiveness on both normal and stainless steels. It is
therefore the ideal complement to the old established SUHNER
Magic Disc product series, equal in every respect.

Our tip: The Vulcano roughing wheel serves as an ideal
substitute for conical finned grinding pads for work requiring tool
changes.

"
Users can benefit from the mobile demo services provided by
Suhner. This offers interested parties expert advice free of
charge from experienced practitioners. The demo services
vehicle carries all of the usual tools, attachments, and abrasives
that can be used to realise individual end to end solutions for
actual workpieces and to optimise the added value.
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